Tenosynovial fluid as an indication of early posterior tibial tendon dysfunction in patients with normal tendon appearance.
Our primary aim was to quantify the posterior tibial tendon (PTT) sheath fluid volume in individuals with the clinical diagnosis of stage 1 posterior tibial tendon dysfunction (PTTD) and no MRI-detectable intra-substance tendon pathology and compare them with patients with other causes of medial ankle pain, also without MRI-detectable intra-substance PTT pathology and with normal controls. We also wanted to determine if there is a fluid measurement that correlates with the clinical diagnosis of PTTD. A total of 326 individuals with medial ankle pain and no intra-substance PTT pathology were studied. Group 1 included 48 patients with a clinical diagnosis of stage 1 PTT dysfunction, group 2 comprised 278 patients with other causes of medial ankle pain, and a third control group consisted of 56 patients without any medial ankle pain. MRI-based geometric measurements included PTT fluid volume, maximum cross-sectional fluid area, and fluid width. Fluid measurements were compared between groups and measurement reliability was tested. Group 1 showed greater PTT fluid volume, area, and width compared with groups 2 (other causes of medial ankle pain) and 3 (asymptomatic controls) (all p values < 0.001). A 9-mm threshold maximum fluid width was associated with PTTD (sensitivity 84%, specificity 85%). Measurements were reliable (all p values < 0.03) among three observers blinded to the gold standard. Patients with stage 1 PTT dysfunction displayed greater volumes of tendon-sheath fluid than those with other causes of medial ankle pain and compared with asymptomatic controls. A threshold maximum fluid width greater than or equal to 9 mm distinguishes those with PTTD. An association between tendon sheath fluid distension and the clinical diagnosis of stage 1 posterior tibial tendon disease in the setting of no MRI-detectable intra-substance tendon pathology may allow for differentiation of medial ankle pain from other sources and may allow for early intervention aimed at preventing progressive PTTD. The level of evidence was prognostic (level III).